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Good morning, Mr. Clerk:
 
As a public comment in R18-26, please docket this email and attachments from JCAR.
 
Thank you.
 
Richard R. McGill, Jr.
Senior Attorney for Research & Writing
Illinois Pollution Control Board
60 E. Van Buren St., Suite 630  
Chicago, Illinois 60605
richard.mcgill@illinois.gov (312) 814-6983

 

From: Eastvold, Jonathan C. <JonathanE@ilga.gov> 
Sent: Friday, June 24, 2022 9:39 AM
To: McGill, Richard <Richard.McGill@illinois.gov>
Subject: [External] R18-26 proposed first notice changes
 
Here are some possible technical changes, sorted by Part, for the Board to consider. Any of these
changes that you wish to make can be simply copied into your first notice changes document.
 
Thanks in advance for your consideration.
 
Sincerely,
 
Jonathan C. Eastvold, Ph.D.
Rules Analyst III
 
Illinois General Assembly
Joint Committee on Administrative Rules
700 Stratton Building

Electronic Filing: Received, Clerk's Office 06/27/2022
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Rulemaking:	Maximum Setback Zones (35 Ill. Adm. Code 618; 46 Ill. Reg. 8864)



Changes:		



1. In line 49, strike "thereto" and add "to the buildings".

2. In line 178, after "facilities" add a comma.

3. In line 179, strike "will be" and add "are".

4. In line 206, strike "as delineated".
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Rulemaking:	Regulated Recharge Areas (35 Ill. Adm. Code 617; 46 Ill. Reg. 8840)



Changes:		



1. In line 49, after "delineated" add a comma.

2. In line 50, strike "/17.4".

3. In line 59, strike "/1".

4. In line 67, strike "30 day" and add "30-day".

5. In line 91, strike "dwelling" and add "dwellings".

6. In line 94, strike "single family" and add "single-family".

7. In line 113, strike "mined out" and add "mined-out".

8. In lines 118-119, strike "single family" and add "single-family".

9. In line 122, strike "the purpose of".

10. In line 123, strike "non-oil" and add "non-oil-". Strike "-gas producing" and add "non-gas-producing".

11. In line 143, after "of" add a comma.

12. In line 163, strike "Low level" and add "Low-level".

13. In line 164, after "fuel" add a comma.

14. In line 176, strike "A" and add "An".

15. In line 178, after "waste" add a comma.

16. In line 179, strike "A" and add "An".

17. In line 181, after "as" strike "a" and add "an".

18. In line 196, strike "exceed" and add "exceeds".

19. In line 251, strike the comma.

20. In line 262, strike "where" and add "when".

21. In line 336, strike "7.5 minute" and add "7.5-minute".

22. In line 349, after "above which" add a comma. After "oils" add a comma.

23. In line 351, after "dike" add a comma.

24. In line 352, after "oils" add a comma.

25. In line 360, strike the parentheses.

26. In line 364, strike "stat" and add "Stat". Strike "(42 USC 2011 et seq.)" and add " (42 U.S.C. 2011 et seq.)".

27. In line 398, strike "low level' and add "low-level".

28. In line 422, strike "exceed" and add "exceeds".

29. In line 435, strike the comma.

30. In line 450, strike "300 animal" and add "300-animal".

31. In line 455, strike "are not applicable" and add "do not apply".

32. In line 456, strike "such" and add "the".

33. In line 462, after "drawn to" add "a".

34. In line 501, strike "days" and add "days'". Strike "prior to" and add "before".

35. In line 525, after "assessment" reinstate the stricken space.

36. In line 526, strike "30 day" and add "30-day".

37. In line 535, strike "set forth".

38. In line 541, strike the second comma.

39. In line 546, after "impounding" add a comma.

40. In lines 555-556, strike "the purpose of".

41. In line 562, strike "the purpose of".

42. In line 613, after "sites" add a comma.

43. In line 621, after "units" add a comma.

44. In line 636, strike "impacts" and add "impact". Strike "Federal" and add "federal".

45. In lines 639 and 640, strike the comma.

46. In line 656, after "days" add "before".

47. In line 672, strike "the manner in which" and add "how".

48. In line 681, strike "as".

49. In line 707, strike "25 year" and add "25-year".

50. In line 708, strike "24 hour" and add "24-hour".

51. In lines 715-716 and 720, strike "pre-fabricated" and add "prefabricated".

52. In line 721, strike the comma.

53. In line 744, strike the comma.

54. In line 775, strike "cost effective" and add "cost-effective".

55. In line 783, after "once" strike the comma.

56. In line 796, strike the comma.
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Rulemaking:	New Activities in a Setback Zone or Regulated Recharge Area (35 Ill. Adm. Code 616; 46 Ill. Reg. 8794)



Changes:		



1. In line 333, strike "in a" and the comma.

2. In lines 339 and 340, strike "the purpose of".

3. In line 356, after "rulemaking" add a comma.

4. In lines 373 and 377, strike "at" and add "in".

5. In line 381, after "components" add a comma.

6. In line 404, after "minimum" add a comma.

7. In line 444, after "submit" add "the".

8. In line 463, strike "such" and add "the". After "treated" add a comma.

9. In line 466, strike "such" and add "the".

10. In line 473, after "nitrogen" add a comma. Strike "for".

11. In lines 476 and 477, strike "such" and add "the".

12. In line 482, after "deviation" add a comma. Strike "the".

13. In line 488, after "analysis" add a comma.

14. In line 496, strike "calculating" and add "to calculate".

15. In line 532, strike "such" and add "the". After "treated" add a comma.

16. In line 535, strike "such" and add "the".

17. In line 539, after "for" add "the". Strike the second "five". Strike "chemically-similar" and add "chemically similar".

18. In line 542, strike the second "five".

19. In line 562, strike the second "for".

20. In line 571, after "to" add "the".

21. In line 575, strike "annually" and add "annual".

22. In line 576, after "carbon" add a comma.

23. In line 593, after "as" add "a".

24. In line 644, strike "have".

25. In line 645, strike "to".

26. In line 646, change the first "of" to "after".

27. In line 655, strike "contamination" and add "contaminant".

28. In line 701, strike "subsection" and add "subsections".

29. In line 719, strike "such" and add "the".

30. In line 723, strike "the implementing" and add "implementation".

31. In line 751, strike "where" and add "when".

32. In line 756, after "of" add "the".

33. In line 764, strike "at" and add "in".

34. In line 767, strike "a period of".

35. In line 778, after "(c)" add a comma.

36. In line 799, strike "for which he is" and add "owned or operated by".

37. In line 837, after "minimizes" add a comma.

38. In line 839, after "runoff" add a comma.

39. In line 863, after "must" add "record with land titles and". After "to" add "the Agency and"

40. In lines 864-865, strike "and to the Agency, and record with land titles,".

41. In line 870, strike the second "for".

42. In line 871, strike "state" and add "State". Strike "Federal" and add "federal".

43. In line 880, after "Agency," strike "to". After "Recorder" add a comma.

44. In line 881, strike "to" and the comma.

45. In line 915, after "14.2(c)" add a comma.

46. In line 950, after "14.2(c)" add a comma.

47. In line 964, strike the comma.

48. In line 1006, after "14.2(c)" add a comma.

49. In lines 1027, 1030 (twice), and 1033, strike "such" and add "the".

50. In line 1039, after "maintained" add a comma.

51. In line 1041, after "alarms" add a comma.

52. In line 1044, after "constructed" add a comma.

53. In line 1062, after "damage" add a comma. After "spots" add a comma.

54. In line 1066, after "punctures" add a comma.

55. In line 1069, after "holes" add a comma.

56. In line 1076, after "malfunctions" add a comma.

57. In line 1166, strike "a period of" and after "closure" add "and".

58. In line 1170, after "erosion" add a comma.

59. In line 1201, after "14.2(c)" add a comma.

60. In line 1280, change "does" to "do".

61. In line 1293, strike "the purpose of".

62. In line 1305, after "14.2(c)" add a comma.

63. In line 1366, strike "the purpose of".

64. In line 1378, after "14.2(c)" add a comma.

65. In line 1436, after "14.2(c)" add a comma.

66. In line 1469, strike "Such" and add "The".

67. In lines 1525 and 1528, strike "run off" and add "runoff".

68. In line 1545, after "14.2(c) add a comma. After "and" strike the opening parenthesis before "14.3(e)".

69. In line 1558, strike "at" and add "in".
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Rulemaking:	Existing Activities in a Setback Zone or Regulated Recharge Area (35 Ill. Adm. Code 615; 46 Ill. Reg. 8748)



Changes:		



1. In line 169, after "of" add a comma.

2. In lines 182 and 187, strike "the effective date of this Part" and add "January 10, 1992".

3. In line 217, after "emptying" add a comma.

4. In line 220, after "leaking" add a comma.

5. In lines 226-227, strike "there is commencement of". 

6. In line 227, after "construction" add "began".

7. In line 240, after "appurtenances" add a comma.

8. In line 248, strike "which" and add "that".

9. In line 250, strike "a" twice.

10. In line 274, strike "which" and add "that".

11. In line 285, after "impoundment" add a comma.

12. In line 288, after "limbs" add a comma.

13. In line 296, after "Part" add a comma.

14. In line 308, after "leachate" add a comma.

15. In line 311, strike "a 2-year period" and add "two years".

16. In line 330, strike "which he controls" and add "controlled by that person". Strike "is" and add "are".

17. In lines 333, 336, and 337 (twice), after "facility" add a comma.

18. In line 341, after "defoliant" add a comma.

19. In line 345, after "storage" add a comma.

20. In line 357, after "pipes" add a comma.

21. In line 359, after "tanks" add a comma.

22. In line 367, strike "which" and add "that".

23. In line 387, strike "or".

24. In line 388, after "173.53" add a comma.

25. In line 397, strike "board" and add "Board".

26. In line 402, after "maintenance" add a comma.

27. In lines 404 and 407, after "leachate" add a comma.

28. In line 435, strike "such" and add "the".

29. In lines 445 and 446, strike "which" and add "that".

30. In line 447, strike "prior to" and add "before".

31. In line 451, after "technique" add a comma.

32. In line 452, after "chemical" add a comma.

33. In line 467, after the second "which" add a comma. After "oils" add a comma.

34. In line 469, after "dike" add a comma.

35. In line 470, after "oils" add a comma.

36. In line 475, after "mining" add a comma.

37. In line 495, after "drilled" add a comma.

38. In line 507, change "(202) 783-3238" to "202-783-3238".

39. In lines 520-521, strike "5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield VA 22161" and add "5301 Shawnee Road, Alexandria VA 22312".

40. In line 521, change "(703) 605-6000" to "703-605-6000".

41. In line 527, change "on line" to "online".

42. In lines 609 and 613, strike "at" and add "in".

43. In line 615, after "(b)" add a comma.

44. In line 617, after "components" add a comma.

45. In line 656, change "prior to" to "before".

46. In line 665, change "do" to "does".

47. In line 715, after "minimum" add a comma.

48. In line 750, change "are" to "is".

49. In line 783, after "(b)" strike the comma and add "or".

50. In line 871, strike "exceedence" and add "exceedance" (twice).

51. In line 872, after "analysis" add a comma.

52. In line 880, strike "for which he is " and add "owned or operated by".

53. In line 943, after "minimizes" add a comma.

54. In line 945, after "runoff" add a comma.

55. In line 969, after "must" add "record with land titles and". After "to" add "the Agency and".

56. In lines 970-971, strike "and to the Agency, and record with land titles,".

57. In line 972, strike both commas.

58. In line 977, strike "state" and add "State". Strike "Federal" and add "federal".

59. In line 986, strike the second and third "to". After "Recorder" add a comma.

60. In line 987, strike the first comma.

61. In line 1031, after "disposed" add "of".

62. In lines 1067 and 1068, strike "the effective date of this Part" and add "January 10, 1992".

63. In line 1075, after "disposed" add "of".

64. In lines 1116 and 1117, strike "the effective date of this Part" and add "January 10, 1992".

65. In line 1124, after "disposed" add "of".

66. In line 1214, strike "2-foot thick" and add "2-foot-thick".

67. In line 1234, after "erosion" add a comma.

68. In line 1270, after "disposed" add "of".

69. In line 1304, after "etc" add a period.

70. In line 1378, after "subsection" add a comma.

71. In line 1604, after "covered" add a comma.

72. In line 1609, after "lands" add a comma.
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Rulemaking:	Primary Drinking Water Standards (35 Ill. Adm. Code 611; 46 Ill. Reg. 8724)



Changes:		



1. In line 433, after "require" add "the".

2. In line 467, after "as" add "a".

3. In line 477, strike "(iii)".

4. In line 493, after "attributed" add "to".

5. In line 513, strike the period.

6. In line 583, strike "USC" and add "U.S.C.".

7. In line 587, strike "a" and add "an".

8. In line 607, after "of" add "the".

9. In lines 628, 631, and 638, strike "with respect to" and add "for".

10. In line 652, strike "time".

11. In line 659, after "of" add "the".

12. In line 665, after "addition" add a comma.

13. In line 666, strike "or104" and add "or 104".

14. In line 685, strike "USC" and add "U.S.C.".

15. In line 691, strike "USC" and add "U.S.C.".

16. In lines 793-794, 797, 802-803, 807-808, and 815-816, strike "a period of not less than" and add "at least".

17. In lines 822 and 830, strike "a period of not less than" and add "at least".
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Rulemaking:	Design, Operation and Maintenance Criteria (35 Ill. Adm. Code 604; 46 Ill. Reg. 8676)



Changes:		



1. In lines 189 and 190, change "14-19" to "17".

2. In line 238, strike "smooth nosed" and add "smooth-nosed". Strike "18-inches" and add "18 inches".

3. In line 240, strike the comma.

4. In line 247, strike "corrosion resistant" and add "corrosion-resistant".

5. In line 251, after "valves" add a comma.

6. In line 265, after "drop" add a comma.

7. In line 266, after "jet" add a comma.

8. In line 269, after "water" add a comma.

9. In line 270, after "fatigue" add a comma.

10. In line 273, after "tape" add a comma.

11. In line 291, after "flanged" add a comma.

12. In line 327, strike "1½ inch" and add "1½-inch". 

13. In lines 327-328, strike "corrosion resistant" and add "corrosion-resistant".

14. In line 342, strike "made" and add "installed".

15. In line 343, after "prevent" add "the".

16. In lines 355 and 360, after the subsection label add "a".

17. In line 367, after "status" add a comma.

18. In lines 381, 383, and 385, after the subsection label add "an".

19. In line 412, strike "settlers" and add "settler".

20. In line 425, strike "back siphonage" and add "back-siphonage".

21. In line 501, strike "cross connections" and add "cross-connections".

22. In line 538, after "with" add "a".

23. In line 547, strike "on site" and add "on-site".

24. In lines 552 and 564, after "solubility" add "of".

25. In line 566, strike "High density" and add "High-density".

26. In line 578, after "solubility" add "of".

27. In line 600, strike "where" and add "when".

28. In line 634, strike "prior to" and add "before".

29. In line 655, strike "high rate" and add "high-rate".

30. In line 656, strike "for".

31. In line 666, strike "six inch" and add "six-inch".

32. In line 667, strike "Agency approved cross connection" and add "Agency-approved cross-connection".

33. In line 674, strike "adjustable rate" and add "adjustable-rate".

34. In line 718, after "arsenic" add a comma.

35. In line 724, strike "if connected to the treated water system,".

36. In line 725, after "device" add ", if connected to the treated water system".

37. In line 734, strike "in" and add "into".

38. In line 759, strike "utilized" and add "used".

39. In line 772, strike "Cross Connection" and add "Cross-Connection".

40. In line 778, strike "back flow or back siphonage" and add "backflow or back-siphonage".

41. In line 781, delete "educator" and reinstate "eductor".

42. In line 809, after "on" add "the".

43. In line 830, strike "down flow" and add "downflow".

44. In line 832, after "systems" add a comma. After "to" add "the".

45. In line 838, after "rinse" add a comma.

46. In line 861, after "effluent" add a comma.

47. In line 871, strike "corrosion resistant" and add "corrosion-resistant".

48. In line 883, strike "corrosion resistant" and add "corrosion-resistant".

Lines 1039-1040: Should the Manual of Water Supply Practices be properly incorporated by reference?

49. In line 1042, after "on" add "the".

50. In line 1048, after "indicates" add "a".

51. In line 1053, after "indicates" add "a".

52. In line 1057, strike "is not applicable" and add "does not apply".

53. In line 1061, after "If" add "the". After "using" add "a".

54. In lines 1078, 1080, and 1082, add a semicolon at the end of the line.

55. In line 1093, after "with" add "the".

56. In line 1133, after "effluent" add a comma.

57. In line 1143, strike "corrosion resistant" and add "corrosion-resistant".

58. In line 1143, strike "back siphonage" and add "back-siphonage".

59. In lines 1157-1158, strike "corrosion resistant" and add "corrosion-resistant".

60. In line 1191, strike "Cross Connection" and add "Cross-Connection". After "rinse" add a comma.

61. In line 1213, after "Detention" add a comma.

62. In line 1230, after "vent" add a comma.

63. In line 1237, after "per" add "the".

64. In line 1270, after "oxidation" add a comma.

65. In line 1278, after "manganese" add a comma.

66. In line 1298, strike "Corrosion resistant" and add "Corrosion-resistant".

67. In line 1309, after "coagulation" add a comma.

68. In line 1339, after "measure" add "the".

69. In line 1347, strike "in relation to" and add "for the".

70. In line 1350, after "in" add "a".

71. In line 1365, after "prevent" add "the".

72. In line 1388, strike "Cross connection" and add "Cross-connection".

73. In line 1396, strike "airgap" and add "air gap".

74. In line 1399, after "repair" add a comma.

75. In line 1445, after "powders" add a comma.

76. In line 1448, strike "corrosion resistant" and add "corrosion-resistant".

77. In line 1477, after "spillage" add a comma.

78. In line 1478, after "treatment" add a comma.

79. In line 1489, strike the comma. After "or" add ", if the liquid level can be observed in a gauge tube or through translucent sidewalls of the tank,".

80. In lines 1490-1491, strike "if liquid level can be observed in a gauge tube or through translucent sidewalls of the tank".

81. In line 1513, strike "color coded" and add "color-coded".

82. In line 1521, after "slip-proof" add a comma.

83. In lines 1521-1522, strike "well drained" and add "well-drained".

84. In line 1524, after "facilities" add a comma.

85. In line 1534, after "storage" add a comma.

86. In line 1545, after "with" add "an".

87. In line 1547, after "appurtenances" add a comma.

88. In lines 1560 and 1562, strike "cross connection" and add "cross-connection".

89. In line 1575, after "model" add a comma.

90. In line 1580, after "of' add "the".

91. In line 1593, strike "Cross Connection" and add "Cross-Connection".

92. In line 1601, after "530" add "and https://www.siue.edu/ertc".

93. In line 1602, strike "cross connection" and add "cross-connection". Strike "device" and add "devices". Strike "hands on" and add "hands-on".

94. In line 1606, strike "complete and submit an application" and add "apply".

95. In line 1633, after "to" add "an".

96. In line 1634, after "revoked" add a comma.

97. In line 1640, after "flagrant' add a comma.

98. In line 1641, after "testing" add a comma. Strike "cross connection" and add "cross-connection".

99. In line 1658, strike "on the basis of" and add "based on".

100. In line 1661, strike "upon" and add "on".

101. In line 1667, strike "Request" and add "A request".

102. In line 1672, strike "Should a hearing be" and add "If a hearing is".

103. In line 1688, after "wellhouse" add a comma.
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SUGGESTED FIRST NOTICE CHANGES







Agency:	Pollution Control Board



Rulemaking:	Ownership and Responsible Personnel (35 Ill. Adm. Code 603; 46 Ill. Reg. 8669)



Changes:		



1. In line 29, strike "ownership" and add "owner".

2. In line 78, strike "he or she" and add "the individual".

3. In line 104, strike "9.2" and add "9.1".
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SUGGESTED FIRST NOTICE CHANGES







Agency:	Pollution Control Board



Rulemaking:	Permits (35 Ill. Adm. Code 602; 46 Ill. Reg. 8628)



Changes:		



1. In line 106, after "changes" add a comma.

2. In line 116, strike the comma.

3. In line 132, after "the" add "Agency's". Strike ", by the Agency,".

4. In line 143, strike the comma.

5. In line 166, after "modified" add a comma.

6. In line 181, after "ANSI" add a comma.

7. In line 194, after "Act" add "of 1989".

8. In line 195, strike "Illinois". After "Act" add "of 1989".

9. In line 196, strike "Illinois". Strike "Licensing" and add "Practice". After "Act" add "of 1989".

10. In lines 196-197, strike "or, for site and groundwater conditions, under".

11. In line 198, after "745]" add "(for site and groundwater conditions)

12. In lines 204, 205, and 208, strike "regulation" and add "rule".

13. In line 210, after "for" add "the".

14. In line 216, strike "being".

15. In line 220, after "for" add "the".

16. In line 227, strike the comma and add "or". After "Board" add "or Agency". Change "rule" to "rules".

17. In lines 227-228, strike ", or Agency regulation".

18. In line 235, after "that" add "all or part of".

19. In line 235, strike ", or portion".

20. In line 236, delete "of" and strike the comma.

21. In line 237, strike "Violations of". Strike "that" and add "whose violation".

22. In line 238, strike "regulations" and add "rules".

23. In line 254, strike "restrictive" and add "restricted".

24. In line 262, strike "regulations" and add "rules".

25. In line 275, strike "those". After "that" add "according to". Strike "indicate".

26. In line 311, after "calibrated" add a comma.

27. In line 315, after "discharge" add a comma.

28. In line 318, after "monitoring" add a comma.

29. In lines 318-319, strike "for the purpose of preserving, testing, monitoring or recording" and add "to preserve, test, monitor, or record".

Lines 327-328: "and may require additional information…"  Can you provide examples in a parenthetical? If not, this second clause should probably come out (see next item).

30. In lines 327-328, strike "and may require such additional information as is necessary to determine whether the community water supply will meet the requirements of the Act and this". Delete "Subtitle".

31. In line 336, after "for" add "a".

32. In line 338, after "of" add "the".

33. In lines 346-347, strike "a period of".

34. In line 357, after "of" add "the".

35. In line 377, strike the second "must" and add "will".

36. In line 387, strike "from" and add "after".

37. In line 389, strike "from the date" and add "after the". Delete "issued or renewed" and reinstate "issuance or renewal".

38. In line 393, strike "from the date" and add "after".

Line 421: "within a time limit set by the Agency"  Based on what standards? Can a general range of what time limits might be imposed be added to rule?

39. In line 430, after "Act" strike the comma and add "or a". After "Board" add "or Agency rule". Strike "regulation, or Agency regulation".

40. In line 431, after "pesticide" add a comma.

41. In lines 441-442, strike "a refusal by the Agency" and add "the Agency's refusal". Strike "that", delete "must", strike "entitle", and add ", which entitles".

42. In line 452, strike the comma and add "or a". After "Board" strike "regulation" and add "or Agency rule".

43. In lines 452-453, strike "or Agency regulation".

44. In line 466, after "plans" add a comma.

45. In line 471, after "alternatives" add a comma.

46. In lines 488 and 490, after "of" add "the".

47. In line 510, after "trends" add a comma.

Lines 524-525: "Illinois Drinking Water Revolving Loan Funding Process"  Please add cross-reference to applicable IAC provisions.

48. In line 528, after "reliability" add a comma.

49. In line 536, after "flow" add a comma.

50. In line 540, after the first "of" add "the".

51. In line 541, strike "the" and add "that".

52. In line 549, after "water" add a comma.

53. In line 563, after "of" add "the".

54. In line 571, after "contamination" add a comma.

55. In line 573, strike "water bearing" and add "water-bearing".

56. In line 588, after "and" add "the".

57. In line 591, after "industries" add a comma.

58. In line 594, after "with" add "the".

59. In line 600, after "and" add "provide".

60. In line 604, strike the second "for" and add "of".

61. In line 611, after "plant" add a comma.

62. In line 616, after "conditions" add a comma.

63. In line 628, strike "should" and add "must".

64. In line 629, strike "Insurance Services Office" and add "Department of Insurance".

65. In line 640, after "location" add a comma.

66. In line 706, after "thickness" add a comma.

Line 708: Does "length" refer to the screen or the slot? 

67. In line 708, after "size" add a comma.

68. In lines 719 and 721, after "material" add a comma.

69. In line 760, after "pack" add a comma.

70. In line 763, after "valve" add a comma.

71. In line 777, after "piping" add a comma.

72. In line 796, after "structures" add a comma.

73. In line 803, after "layout" add a comma.

Lines 869-870: Please specify the additional information, or types of information, that will be required on this Agency form. 

74. In lines 869-870, strike "any other information required by the Agency for proper consideration of the permit, including".

75. In line 884, strike "well head" and add "wellhead".

76. In line 930, strike "was" and add "were".

77. In line 931, after "logs" add a comma.

78. In line 942, strike "at".

79. In line 944, after "location" add a comma.

80. In line 949, after "screens" add a comma.

81. In line 967, after "C653" add a comma.

82. In lines 971, 972, and 973, strike "prior to" and add "before".

83. In line 974, strike "should" and add "must". After "resin" add a comma.

84. In line 991, after "unit" add a comma.

85. In line 1010, after "processes" add a comma.

86. In line 1014, strike "analyses" and add "analysis".

87. In line 1045, after "submit" add "the".

88. In line 1084, strike "sulfate based" and add "sulfate-based".

89. In line 1085, after "pond" add a comma.

90. In line 1097, after the first comma add "a". Strike "sulfate based products" and add "sulfate-based product". After "or" add "an".

91. In line 1098, strike "aids" and add "aid".

92. In line 1124, strike "sulfate based products" and add "sulfate-based product".

93. In line 1125, strike "aids" and add "aid".

94. In line 1127, strike "is defined as" and add "means".

95. In line 1131, after the first comma add "a". Strike "sulfate based products" and add "sulfate-based product". After "or" add "an". Strike "aids" and add "aid".

96. In line 1133, strike "20 mile" and add "20-mile".

97. In lines 1139 and 1141, strike "straight line" and add "straight-line".

98. In line 1159, strike the comma.

99. In line 1162, after "number" add a comma.

100. In line 1170, after "address" add a comma.

101. In line 1186, after "mixing" add a comma.

102. In line 1193, strike "(USGS)".

103. In line 1200, after "tributaries" add a comma.

104. In line 1203, after "county" add a comma.

105. In line 1212, after "size" add a comma.

106. In line 1232, strike "should" and add "if".

107. In line 1240, strike "insure" and add "ensure".

108. In line 1241, after "following" add "the".

109. In line 1252, after "oxygen" add a comma.

110. In line 1257, strike "short term" and add "short-term".

111. In line 1281, after "average" add a comma.

112. In line 1289, after "depth" add a comma.

113. In line 1294, after "spillway" add a comma.

Lines 1311-1313: What kind of additional information? Please specify.

114. In line 1317, strike "following" and add "after".

115. In line 1369, after "applicator" add a comma.

116. In line 1407, strike "regulations" and add "rules".
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PROPOSED FIRST NOTICE CHANGES







Agency:	Pollution Control Board



Rulemaking:	Introduction (35 Ill. Adm. Code 601; 46 Ill. Reg. 8604)



Changes:		



1. In line 75, after "financial" add a comma.

2. In line 85, strike "regulations" and add "rules". Strike "with" and add "to".

3. In line 87, after "1417(a)" add a comma.

4. In line 89, after "300g-6(a)" add a comma.

5. In line 90, strike "regulations" and add "rules".

6. In line 122, strike "adjudged" and add "determined to be".

7. In line 123, strike "part, sub-part, sentence or clause" and add "Part, Subpart, Section, section, sentence, or clause".

8. In lines 130-131, strike "and regulations" and add "in this Subtitle F".

9. In line 131, after "monitoring" add a comma.

10. In line 143, after "603" add a comma.

11. In line 157, after "transmissivity" add a comma.

12. In line 158, after "head" add a comma.

13. In line 168, strike the comma.

14. In line 175, after "pH" add a comma.

15. In line 192, strike "water bearing" and add "water-bearing".

16. In line 217, strike "phenylenylenediamine" and add "phenylenediamine".

17. In line 228, after "pressure head" add a comma.

18. In line 232, strike "cross section" and add "cross-section".

19. In line 237, after "pipes" add a comma.

20. In line 239, after "tanks" add a comma.

21. In lines 240-241, strike "for the purpose of furnishing" and add "to furnish".

22. In line 246, after "means" add "the".

23. EITHER:

a. In line 252, strike "serves" and add "serve".

OR

b. The following:

i. In line 249, strike "all" and add "a".

ii. In line 250, strike "supplies" and add "supply" twice.

iii. In line 250, strike "and those" and add "or a".

iv. In line 250, strike "expand their" and add "expands its".

v. In line 251, after "residents or" add "that".

24. In line 252, after "supply" add "that is".

25. In line 253, strike "that" and add "but".

26. In line 255, strike the comma.

27. In line 270, after "pipes" add a comma.

28. In line 273, after "tanks" add a comma.

29. In line 294, strike "these regulations" and add "this Subtitle F".

30. In line 324, strike "for" and add "with".

31. In lines 325 and 329, after "dwelling" add a comma.

32. In line 370, after "by" add "ASTM International (formerly the".

33. In line 371, after "Materials" add ")".

34. In lines 376-377, strike "the National Science Foundation International" and add "NSF International (formerly the National Sanitation Foundation)".

35. In line 542, after "NSF" strike ". National Sanitation Foundation".

36. In lines 542-543, strike "3475 Plymouth Road, PO Box 130140" and add "789 Dixboro Road".

37. In line 543, strike "48113-0140" and add "48105".

38. In line 561, strike "PO Box 7126" and add "821 Corning Tower".

39. In line 562, strike "12224" and add "12237". Strike "439-7286" and add "431-1200".

40. In line 570, strike "on-line" and add "online".
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In line 75, after "financial" add a comma.
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In line 85, strike "regulations" and add "
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PROPOSED FIRST NOTICE CHANGES 


 


 


 


Agency: Pollution Control Board 


 


Rulemaking: Introduction (35 Ill. Adm. Code 601; 46 Ill. Reg. 8604) 


 


Changes:   


 


1. In line 75, after "financial" add a comma. 


2. In line 85, strike "regulations" and add "rules". Strike "with" and add "to". 


3. In line 87, after "1417(a)" add a comma. 


4. In line 89, after "300g-6(a)" add a comma. 


5. In line 90, strike "regulations" and add "rules". 


6. In line 122, strike "adjudged" and add "determined to be". 


7. In line 123, strike "part, sub-part, sentence or clause" and add "Part, Subpart, Section, 


section, sentence, or clause". 


8. In lines 130-131, strike "and regulations" and add "in this Subtitle F". 


9. In line 131, after "monitoring" add a comma. 


10. In line 143, after "603" add a comma. 


11. In line 157, after "transmissivity" add a comma. 


12. In line 158, after "head" add a comma. 


13. In line 168, strike the comma. 


14. In line 175, after "pH" add a comma. 


15. In line 192, strike "water bearing" and add "water-bearing". 


16. In line 217, strike "phenylenylenediamine" and add "phenylenediamine". 


17. In line 228, after "pressure head" add a comma. 


18. In line 232, strike "cross section" and add "cross-section". 


19. In line 237, after "pipes" add a comma. 
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PROPOSED FIRST NOTICE CHANGES 
 
 
 
Agency: Pollution Control Board 
 
Rulemaking: Introduction (35 Ill. Adm. Code 601; 46 Ill. Reg. 8604) 
 
Changes:   
 
1. In line 75, after "financial" add a comma. 

2. In line 85, strike "regulations" and add "rules". Strike "with" and add "to". 

3. In line 87, after "1417(a)" add a comma. 

4. In line 89, after "300g-6(a)" add a comma. 

5. In line 90, strike "regulations" and add "rules". 

6. In line 122, strike "adjudged" and add "determined to be". 

7. In line 123, strike "part, sub-part, sentence or clause" and add "Part, Subpart, Section, 
section, sentence, or clause". 

8. In lines 130-131, strike "and regulations" and add "in this Subtitle F". 

9. In line 131, after "monitoring" add a comma. 

10. In line 143, after "603" add a comma. 

11. In line 157, after "transmissivity" add a comma. 

12. In line 158, after "head" add a comma. 

13. In line 168, strike the comma. 

14. In line 175, after "pH" add a comma. 

15. In line 192, strike "water bearing" and add "water-bearing". 

16. In line 217, strike "phenylenylenediamine" and add "phenylenediamine". 

17. In line 228, after "pressure head" add a comma. 

18. In line 232, strike "cross section" and add "cross-section". 

19. In line 237, after "pipes" add a comma. 
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20. In line 239, after "tanks" add a comma. 

21. In lines 240-241, strike "for the purpose of furnishing" and add "to furnish". 

22. In line 246, after "means" add "the". 

23. EITHER: 

a. In line 252, strike "serves" and add "serve". 

OR 

b. The following: 

i. In line 249, strike "all" and add "a". 

ii. In line 250, strike "supplies" and add "supply" twice. 

iii. In line 250, strike "and those" and add "or a". 

iv. In line 250, strike "expand their" and add "expands its". 

v. In line 251, after "residents or" add "that". 

24. In line 252, after "supply" add "that is". 

25. In line 253, strike "that" and add "but". 

26. In line 255, strike the comma. 

27. In line 270, after "pipes" add a comma. 

28. In line 273, after "tanks" add a comma. 

29. In line 294, strike "these regulations" and add "this Subtitle F". 

30. In line 324, strike "for" and add "with". 

31. In lines 325 and 329, after "dwelling" add a comma. 

32. In line 370, after "by" add "ASTM International (formerly the". 

33. In line 371, after "Materials" add ")". 

34. In lines 376-377, strike "the National Science Foundation International" and add "NSF 
International (formerly the National Sanitation Foundation)". 

35. In line 542, after "NSF" strike ". National Sanitation Foundation". 

36. In lines 542-543, strike "3475 Plymouth Road, PO Box 130140" and add "789 Dixboro 
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Road". 

37. In line 543, strike "48113-0140" and add "48105". 

38. In line 561, strike "PO Box 7126" and add "821 Corning Tower". 

39. In line 562, strike "12224" and add "12237". Strike "439-7286" and add "431-1200". 

40. In line 570, strike "on-line" and add "online". 
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SUGGESTED FIRST NOTICE CHANGES 
 
 
 
Agency: Pollution Control Board 
 
Rulemaking: Permits (35 Ill. Adm. Code 602; 46 Ill. Reg. 8628) 
 
Changes:   
 
1. In line 106, after "changes" add a comma. 

2. In line 116, strike the comma. 

3. In line 132, after "the" add "Agency's". Strike ", by the Agency,". 

4. In line 143, strike the comma. 

5. In line 166, after "modified" add a comma. 

6. In line 181, after "ANSI" add a comma. 

7. In line 194, after "Act" add "of 1989". 

8. In line 195, strike "Illinois". After "Act" add "of 1989". 

9. In line 196, strike "Illinois". Strike "Licensing" and add "Practice". After "Act" add "of 
1989". 

10. In lines 196-197, strike "or, for site and groundwater conditions, under". 

11. In line 198, after "745]" add "(for site and groundwater conditions) 

12. In lines 204, 205, and 208, strike "regulation" and add "rule". 

13. In line 210, after "for" add "the". 

14. In line 216, strike "being". 

15. In line 220, after "for" add "the". 

16. In line 227, strike the comma and add "or". After "Board" add "or Agency". Change 
"rule" to "rules". 

17. In lines 227-228, strike ", or Agency regulation". 

18. In line 235, after "that" add "all or part of". 
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19. In line 235, strike ", or portion". 

20. In line 236, delete "of" and strike the comma. 

21. In line 237, strike "Violations of". Strike "that" and add "whose violation". 

22. In line 238, strike "regulations" and add "rules". 

23. In line 254, strike "restrictive" and add "restricted". 

24. In line 262, strike "regulations" and add "rules". 

25. In line 275, strike "those". After "that" add "according to". Strike "indicate". 

26. In line 311, after "calibrated" add a comma. 

27. In line 315, after "discharge" add a comma. 

28. In line 318, after "monitoring" add a comma. 

29. In lines 318-319, strike "for the purpose of preserving, testing, monitoring or recording" 
and add "to preserve, test, monitor, or record". 

Lines 327-328: "and may require additional information…"  Can you provide examples in a 
parenthetical? If not, this second clause should probably come out (see next item). 

30. In lines 327-328, strike "and may require such additional information as is necessary to 
determine whether the community water supply will meet the requirements of the Act 
and this". Delete "Subtitle". 

31. In line 336, after "for" add "a". 

32. In line 338, after "of" add "the". 

33. In lines 346-347, strike "a period of". 

34. In line 357, after "of" add "the". 

35. In line 377, strike the second "must" and add "will". 

36. In line 387, strike "from" and add "after". 

37. In line 389, strike "from the date" and add "after the". Delete "issued or renewed" and 
reinstate "issuance or renewal". 

38. In line 393, strike "from the date" and add "after". 

Line 421: "within a time limit set by the Agency"  Based on what standards? Can a general 
range of what time limits might be imposed be added to rule? 
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39. In line 430, after "Act" strike the comma and add "or a". After "Board" add "or Agency 
rule". Strike "regulation, or Agency regulation". 

40. In line 431, after "pesticide" add a comma. 

41. In lines 441-442, strike "a refusal by the Agency" and add "the Agency's refusal". Strike 
"that", delete "must", strike "entitle", and add ", which entitles". 

42. In line 452, strike the comma and add "or a". After "Board" strike "regulation" and add 
"or Agency rule". 

43. In lines 452-453, strike "or Agency regulation". 

44. In line 466, after "plans" add a comma. 

45. In line 471, after "alternatives" add a comma. 

46. In lines 488 and 490, after "of" add "the". 

47. In line 510, after "trends" add a comma. 

Lines 524-525: "Illinois Drinking Water Revolving Loan Funding Process"  Please add cross-
reference to applicable IAC provisions. 

48. In line 528, after "reliability" add a comma. 

49. In line 536, after "flow" add a comma. 

50. In line 540, after the first "of" add "the". 

51. In line 541, strike "the" and add "that". 

52. In line 549, after "water" add a comma. 

53. In line 563, after "of" add "the". 

54. In line 571, after "contamination" add a comma. 

55. In line 573, strike "water bearing" and add "water-bearing". 

56. In line 588, after "and" add "the". 

57. In line 591, after "industries" add a comma. 

58. In line 594, after "with" add "the". 

59. In line 600, after "and" add "provide". 

60. In line 604, strike the second "for" and add "of". 
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61. In line 611, after "plant" add a comma. 

62. In line 616, after "conditions" add a comma. 

63. In line 628, strike "should" and add "must". 

64. In line 629, strike "Insurance Services Office" and add "Department of Insurance". 

65. In line 640, after "location" add a comma. 

66. In line 706, after "thickness" add a comma. 

Line 708: Does "length" refer to the screen or the slot?  

67. In line 708, after "size" add a comma. 

68. In lines 719 and 721, after "material" add a comma. 

69. In line 760, after "pack" add a comma. 

70. In line 763, after "valve" add a comma. 

71. In line 777, after "piping" add a comma. 

72. In line 796, after "structures" add a comma. 

73. In line 803, after "layout" add a comma. 

Lines 869-870: Please specify the additional information, or types of information, that will be 
required on this Agency form.  

74. In lines 869-870, strike "any other information required by the Agency for proper 
consideration of the permit, including". 

75. In line 884, strike "well head" and add "wellhead". 

76. In line 930, strike "was" and add "were". 

77. In line 931, after "logs" add a comma. 

78. In line 942, strike "at". 

79. In line 944, after "location" add a comma. 

80. In line 949, after "screens" add a comma. 

81. In line 967, after "C653" add a comma. 

82. In lines 971, 972, and 973, strike "prior to" and add "before". 
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83. In line 974, strike "should" and add "must". After "resin" add a comma. 

84. In line 991, after "unit" add a comma. 

85. In line 1010, after "processes" add a comma. 

86. In line 1014, strike "analyses" and add "analysis". 

87. In line 1045, after "submit" add "the". 

88. In line 1084, strike "sulfate based" and add "sulfate-based". 

89. In line 1085, after "pond" add a comma. 

90. In line 1097, after the first comma add "a". Strike "sulfate based products" and add 
"sulfate-based product". After "or" add "an". 

91. In line 1098, strike "aids" and add "aid". 

92. In line 1124, strike "sulfate based products" and add "sulfate-based product". 

93. In line 1125, strike "aids" and add "aid". 

94. In line 1127, strike "is defined as" and add "means". 

95. In line 1131, after the first comma add "a". Strike "sulfate based products" and add 
"sulfate-based product". After "or" add "an". Strike "aids" and add "aid". 

96. In line 1133, strike "20 mile" and add "20-mile". 

97. In lines 1139 and 1141, strike "straight line" and add "straight-line". 

98. In line 1159, strike the comma. 

99. In line 1162, after "number" add a comma. 

100. In line 1170, after "address" add a comma. 

101. In line 1186, after "mixing" add a comma. 

102. In line 1193, strike "(USGS)". 

103. In line 1200, after "tributaries" add a comma. 

104. In line 1203, after "county" add a comma. 

105. In line 1212, after "size" add a comma. 

106. In line 1232, strike "should" and add "if". 
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107. In line 1240, strike "insure" and add "ensure". 

108. In line 1241, after "following" add "the". 

109. In line 1252, after "oxygen" add a comma. 

110. In line 1257, strike "short term" and add "short-term". 

111. In line 1281, after "average" add a comma. 

112. In line 1289, after "depth" add a comma. 

113. In line 1294, after "spillway" add a comma. 

Lines 1311-1313: What kind of additional information? Please specify. 

114. In line 1317, strike "following" and add "after". 

115. In line 1369, after "applicator" add a comma. 

116. In line 1407, strike "regulations" and add "rules". 
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SUGGESTED FIRST NOTICE CHANGES 
 
 
 
Agency: Pollution Control Board 
 
Rulemaking: Ownership and Responsible Personnel (35 Ill. Adm. Code 603; 46 Ill. 

Reg. 8669) 
 
Changes:   
 
1. In line 29, strike "ownership" and add "owner". 

2. In line 78, strike "he or she" and add "the individual". 

3. In line 104, strike "9.2" and add "9.1". 
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Rulemaking: Design, Operation and Maintenance Criteria (35 Ill. Adm. Code 604; 46 
Ill. Reg. 8676) 

 
Changes:   
 
1. In lines 189 and 190, change "14-19" to "17". 

2. In line 238, strike "smooth nosed" and add "smooth-nosed". Strike "18-inches" and add 
"18 inches". 

3. In line 240, strike the comma. 

4. In line 247, strike "corrosion resistant" and add "corrosion-resistant". 

5. In line 251, after "valves" add a comma. 

6. In line 265, after "drop" add a comma. 

7. In line 266, after "jet" add a comma. 

8. In line 269, after "water" add a comma. 

9. In line 270, after "fatigue" add a comma. 

10. In line 273, after "tape" add a comma. 

11. In line 291, after "flanged" add a comma. 

12. In line 327, strike "1½ inch" and add "1½-inch".  

13. In lines 327-328, strike "corrosion resistant" and add "corrosion-resistant". 

14. In line 342, strike "made" and add "installed". 

15. In line 343, after "prevent" add "the". 

16. In lines 355 and 360, after the subsection label add "a". 

17. In line 367, after "status" add a comma. 

18. In lines 381, 383, and 385, after the subsection label add "an". 

19. In line 412, strike "settlers" and add "settler". 

20. In line 425, strike "back siphonage" and add "back-siphonage". 

21. In line 501, strike "cross connections" and add "cross-connections". 

22. In line 538, after "with" add "a". 
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23. In line 547, strike "on site" and add "on-site". 

24. In lines 552 and 564, after "solubility" add "of". 

25. In line 566, strike "High density" and add "High-density". 

26. In line 578, after "solubility" add "of". 

27. In line 600, strike "where" and add "when". 

28. In line 634, strike "prior to" and add "before". 

29. In line 655, strike "high rate" and add "high-rate". 

30. In line 656, strike "for". 

31. In line 666, strike "six inch" and add "six-inch". 

32. In line 667, strike "Agency approved cross connection" and add "Agency-approved cross-
connection". 

33. In line 674, strike "adjustable rate" and add "adjustable-rate". 

34. In line 718, after "arsenic" add a comma. 

35. In line 724, strike "if connected to the treated water system,". 

36. In line 725, after "device" add ", if connected to the treated water system". 

37. In line 734, strike "in" and add "into". 

38. In line 759, strike "utilized" and add "used". 

39. In line 772, strike "Cross Connection" and add "Cross-Connection". 

40. In line 778, strike "back flow or back siphonage" and add "backflow or back-siphonage". 

41. In line 781, delete "educator" and reinstate "eductor". 

42. In line 809, after "on" add "the". 

43. In line 830, strike "down flow" and add "downflow". 

44. In line 832, after "systems" add a comma. After "to" add "the". 

45. In line 838, after "rinse" add a comma. 

46. In line 861, after "effluent" add a comma. 

47. In line 871, strike "corrosion resistant" and add "corrosion-resistant". 
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48. In line 883, strike "corrosion resistant" and add "corrosion-resistant". 

Lines 1039-1040: Should the Manual of Water Supply Practices be properly incorporated by 
reference? 

49. In line 1042, after "on" add "the". 

50. In line 1048, after "indicates" add "a". 

51. In line 1053, after "indicates" add "a". 

52. In line 1057, strike "is not applicable" and add "does not apply". 

53. In line 1061, after "If" add "the". After "using" add "a". 

54. In lines 1078, 1080, and 1082, add a semicolon at the end of the line. 

55. In line 1093, after "with" add "the". 

56. In line 1133, after "effluent" add a comma. 

57. In line 1143, strike "corrosion resistant" and add "corrosion-resistant". 

58. In line 1143, strike "back siphonage" and add "back-siphonage". 

59. In lines 1157-1158, strike "corrosion resistant" and add "corrosion-resistant". 

60. In line 1191, strike "Cross Connection" and add "Cross-Connection". After "rinse" add a 
comma. 

61. In line 1213, after "Detention" add a comma. 

62. In line 1230, after "vent" add a comma. 

63. In line 1237, after "per" add "the". 

64. In line 1270, after "oxidation" add a comma. 

65. In line 1278, after "manganese" add a comma. 

66. In line 1298, strike "Corrosion resistant" and add "Corrosion-resistant". 

67. In line 1309, after "coagulation" add a comma. 

68. In line 1339, after "measure" add "the". 

69. In line 1347, strike "in relation to" and add "for the". 

70. In line 1350, after "in" add "a". 
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71. In line 1365, after "prevent" add "the". 

72. In line 1388, strike "Cross connection" and add "Cross-connection". 

73. In line 1396, strike "airgap" and add "air gap". 

74. In line 1399, after "repair" add a comma. 

75. In line 1445, after "powders" add a comma. 

76. In line 1448, strike "corrosion resistant" and add "corrosion-resistant". 

77. In line 1477, after "spillage" add a comma. 

78. In line 1478, after "treatment" add a comma. 

79. In line 1489, strike the comma. After "or" add ", if the liquid level can be observed in a 
gauge tube or through translucent sidewalls of the tank,". 

80. In lines 1490-1491, strike "if liquid level can be observed in a gauge tube or through 
translucent sidewalls of the tank". 

81. In line 1513, strike "color coded" and add "color-coded". 

82. In line 1521, after "slip-proof" add a comma. 

83. In lines 1521-1522, strike "well drained" and add "well-drained". 

84. In line 1524, after "facilities" add a comma. 

85. In line 1534, after "storage" add a comma. 

86. In line 1545, after "with" add "an". 

87. In line 1547, after "appurtenances" add a comma. 

88. In lines 1560 and 1562, strike "cross connection" and add "cross-connection". 

89. In line 1575, after "model" add a comma. 

90. In line 1580, after "of' add "the". 

91. In line 1593, strike "Cross Connection" and add "Cross-Connection". 

92. In line 1601, after "530" add "and https://www.siue.edu/ertc". 

93. In line 1602, strike "cross connection" and add "cross-connection". Strike "device" and 
add "devices". Strike "hands on" and add "hands-on". 
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94. In line 1606, strike "complete and submit an application" and add "apply". 

95. In line 1633, after "to" add "an". 

96. In line 1634, after "revoked" add a comma. 

97. In line 1640, after "flagrant' add a comma. 

98. In line 1641, after "testing" add a comma. Strike "cross connection" and add "cross-
connection". 

99. In line 1658, strike "on the basis of" and add "based on". 

100. In line 1661, strike "upon" and add "on". 

101. In line 1667, strike "Request" and add "A request". 

102. In line 1672, strike "Should a hearing be" and add "If a hearing is". 

103. In line 1688, after "wellhouse" add a comma. 

jce 
6/22/22 
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Rulemaking: Primary Drinking Water Standards (35 Ill. Adm. Code 611; 46 Ill. Reg. 
8724) 

 
Changes:   
 
1. In line 433, after "require" add "the". 

2. In line 467, after "as" add "a". 

3. In line 477, strike "(iii)". 

4. In line 493, after "attributed" add "to". 

5. In line 513, strike the period. 

6. In line 583, strike "USC" and add "U.S.C.". 

7. In line 587, strike "a" and add "an". 

8. In line 607, after "of" add "the". 

9. In lines 628, 631, and 638, strike "with respect to" and add "for". 

10. In line 652, strike "time". 

11. In line 659, after "of" add "the". 

12. In line 665, after "addition" add a comma. 

13. In line 666, strike "or104" and add "or 104". 

14. In line 685, strike "USC" and add "U.S.C.". 

15. In line 691, strike "USC" and add "U.S.C.". 

16. In lines 793-794, 797, 802-803, 807-808, and 815-816, strike "a period of not less than" 
and add "at least". 

17. In lines 822 and 830, strike "a period of not less than" and add "at least". 

jce 
6/22/22 
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Rulemaking: Existing Activities in a Setback Zone or Regulated Recharge Area (35 Ill. 
Adm. Code 615; 46 Ill. Reg. 8748) 

 
Changes:   
 
1. In line 169, after "of" add a comma. 

2. In lines 182 and 187, strike "the effective date of this Part" and add "January 10, 1992". 

3. In line 217, after "emptying" add a comma. 

4. In line 220, after "leaking" add a comma. 

5. In lines 226-227, strike "there is commencement of".  

6. In line 227, after "construction" add "began". 

7. In line 240, after "appurtenances" add a comma. 

8. In line 248, strike "which" and add "that". 

9. In line 250, strike "a" twice. 

10. In line 274, strike "which" and add "that". 

11. In line 285, after "impoundment" add a comma. 

12. In line 288, after "limbs" add a comma. 

13. In line 296, after "Part" add a comma. 

14. In line 308, after "leachate" add a comma. 

15. In line 311, strike "a 2-year period" and add "two years". 

16. In line 330, strike "which he controls" and add "controlled by that person". Strike "is" and 
add "are". 

17. In lines 333, 336, and 337 (twice), after "facility" add a comma. 

18. In line 341, after "defoliant" add a comma. 

19. In line 345, after "storage" add a comma. 

20. In line 357, after "pipes" add a comma. 

21. In line 359, after "tanks" add a comma. 

22. In line 367, strike "which" and add "that". 
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23. In line 387, strike "or". 

24. In line 388, after "173.53" add a comma. 

25. In line 397, strike "board" and add "Board". 

26. In line 402, after "maintenance" add a comma. 

27. In lines 404 and 407, after "leachate" add a comma. 

28. In line 435, strike "such" and add "the". 

29. In lines 445 and 446, strike "which" and add "that". 

30. In line 447, strike "prior to" and add "before". 

31. In line 451, after "technique" add a comma. 

32. In line 452, after "chemical" add a comma. 

33. In line 467, after the second "which" add a comma. After "oils" add a comma. 

34. In line 469, after "dike" add a comma. 

35. In line 470, after "oils" add a comma. 

36. In line 475, after "mining" add a comma. 

37. In line 495, after "drilled" add a comma. 

38. In line 507, change "(202) 783-3238" to "202-783-3238". 

39. In lines 520-521, strike "5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield VA 22161" and add "5301 
Shawnee Road, Alexandria VA 22312". 

40. In line 521, change "(703) 605-6000" to "703-605-6000". 

41. In line 527, change "on line" to "online". 

42. In lines 609 and 613, strike "at" and add "in". 

43. In line 615, after "(b)" add a comma. 

44. In line 617, after "components" add a comma. 

45. In line 656, change "prior to" to "before". 

46. In line 665, change "do" to "does". 

47. In line 715, after "minimum" add a comma. 
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48. In line 750, change "are" to "is". 

49. In line 783, after "(b)" strike the comma and add "or". 

50. In line 871, strike "exceedence" and add "exceedance" (twice). 

51. In line 872, after "analysis" add a comma. 

52. In line 880, strike "for which he is " and add "owned or operated by". 

53. In line 943, after "minimizes" add a comma. 

54. In line 945, after "runoff" add a comma. 

55. In line 969, after "must" add "record with land titles and". After "to" add "the Agency 
and". 

56. In lines 970-971, strike "and to the Agency, and record with land titles,". 

57. In line 972, strike both commas. 

58. In line 977, strike "state" and add "State". Strike "Federal" and add "federal". 

59. In line 986, strike the second and third "to". After "Recorder" add a comma. 

60. In line 987, strike the first comma. 

61. In line 1031, after "disposed" add "of". 

62. In lines 1067 and 1068, strike "the effective date of this Part" and add "January 10, 
1992". 

63. In line 1075, after "disposed" add "of". 

64. In lines 1116 and 1117, strike "the effective date of this Part" and add "January 10, 
1992". 

65. In line 1124, after "disposed" add "of". 

66. In line 1214, strike "2-foot thick" and add "2-foot-thick". 

67. In line 1234, after "erosion" add a comma. 

68. In line 1270, after "disposed" add "of". 

69. In line 1304, after "etc" add a period. 

70. In line 1378, after "subsection" add a comma. 
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71. In line 1604, after "covered" add a comma. 

72. In line 1609, after "lands" add a comma. 

jce 
6/23/22 
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Rulemaking: New Activities in a Setback Zone or Regulated Recharge Area (35 Ill. 
Adm. Code 616; 46 Ill. Reg. 8794) 

 
Changes:   
 
1. In line 333, strike "in a" and the comma. 

2. In lines 339 and 340, strike "the purpose of". 

3. In line 356, after "rulemaking" add a comma. 

4. In lines 373 and 377, strike "at" and add "in". 

5. In line 381, after "components" add a comma. 

6. In line 404, after "minimum" add a comma. 

7. In line 444, after "submit" add "the". 

8. In line 463, strike "such" and add "the". After "treated" add a comma. 

9. In line 466, strike "such" and add "the". 

10. In line 473, after "nitrogen" add a comma. Strike "for". 

11. In lines 476 and 477, strike "such" and add "the". 

12. In line 482, after "deviation" add a comma. Strike "the". 

13. In line 488, after "analysis" add a comma. 

14. In line 496, strike "calculating" and add "to calculate". 

15. In line 532, strike "such" and add "the". After "treated" add a comma. 

16. In line 535, strike "such" and add "the". 

17. In line 539, after "for" add "the". Strike the second "five". Strike "chemically-similar" 
and add "chemically similar". 

18. In line 542, strike the second "five". 

19. In line 562, strike the second "for". 

20. In line 571, after "to" add "the". 

21. In line 575, strike "annually" and add "annual". 

22. In line 576, after "carbon" add a comma. 
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23. In line 593, after "as" add "a". 

24. In line 644, strike "have". 

25. In line 645, strike "to". 

26. In line 646, change the first "of" to "after". 

27. In line 655, strike "contamination" and add "contaminant". 

28. In line 701, strike "subsection" and add "subsections". 

29. In line 719, strike "such" and add "the". 

30. In line 723, strike "the implementing" and add "implementation". 

31. In line 751, strike "where" and add "when". 

32. In line 756, after "of" add "the". 

33. In line 764, strike "at" and add "in". 

34. In line 767, strike "a period of". 

35. In line 778, after "(c)" add a comma. 

36. In line 799, strike "for which he is" and add "owned or operated by". 

37. In line 837, after "minimizes" add a comma. 

38. In line 839, after "runoff" add a comma. 

39. In line 863, after "must" add "record with land titles and". After "to" add "the Agency 
and" 

40. In lines 864-865, strike "and to the Agency, and record with land titles,". 

41. In line 870, strike the second "for". 

42. In line 871, strike "state" and add "State". Strike "Federal" and add "federal". 

43. In line 880, after "Agency," strike "to". After "Recorder" add a comma. 

44. In line 881, strike "to" and the comma. 

45. In line 915, after "14.2(c)" add a comma. 

46. In line 950, after "14.2(c)" add a comma. 

47. In line 964, strike the comma. 
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48. In line 1006, after "14.2(c)" add a comma. 

49. In lines 1027, 1030 (twice), and 1033, strike "such" and add "the". 

50. In line 1039, after "maintained" add a comma. 

51. In line 1041, after "alarms" add a comma. 

52. In line 1044, after "constructed" add a comma. 

53. In line 1062, after "damage" add a comma. After "spots" add a comma. 

54. In line 1066, after "punctures" add a comma. 

55. In line 1069, after "holes" add a comma. 

56. In line 1076, after "malfunctions" add a comma. 

57. In line 1166, strike "a period of" and after "closure" add "and". 

58. In line 1170, after "erosion" add a comma. 

59. In line 1201, after "14.2(c)" add a comma. 

60. In line 1280, change "does" to "do". 

61. In line 1293, strike "the purpose of". 

62. In line 1305, after "14.2(c)" add a comma. 

63. In line 1366, strike "the purpose of". 

64. In line 1378, after "14.2(c)" add a comma. 

65. In line 1436, after "14.2(c)" add a comma. 

66. In line 1469, strike "Such" and add "The". 

67. In lines 1525 and 1528, strike "run off" and add "runoff". 

68. In line 1545, after "14.2(c) add a comma. After "and" strike the opening parenthesis 
before "14.3(e)". 

69. In line 1558, strike "at" and add "in". 

jce 
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Rulemaking: Regulated Recharge Areas (35 Ill. Adm. Code 617; 46 Ill. Reg. 8840) 
 
Changes:   
 
1. In line 49, after "delineated" add a comma. 

2. In line 50, strike "/17.4". 

3. In line 59, strike "/1". 

4. In line 67, strike "30 day" and add "30-day". 

5. In line 91, strike "dwelling" and add "dwellings". 

6. In line 94, strike "single family" and add "single-family". 

7. In line 113, strike "mined out" and add "mined-out". 

8. In lines 118-119, strike "single family" and add "single-family". 

9. In line 122, strike "the purpose of". 

10. In line 123, strike "non-oil" and add "non-oil-". Strike "-gas producing" and add "non-
gas-producing". 

11. In line 143, after "of" add a comma. 

12. In line 163, strike "Low level" and add "Low-level". 

13. In line 164, after "fuel" add a comma. 

14. In line 176, strike "A" and add "An". 

15. In line 178, after "waste" add a comma. 

16. In line 179, strike "A" and add "An". 

17. In line 181, after "as" strike "a" and add "an". 

18. In line 196, strike "exceed" and add "exceeds". 

19. In line 251, strike the comma. 

20. In line 262, strike "where" and add "when". 

21. In line 336, strike "7.5 minute" and add "7.5-minute". 

22. In line 349, after "above which" add a comma. After "oils" add a comma. 
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23. In line 351, after "dike" add a comma. 

24. In line 352, after "oils" add a comma. 

25. In line 360, strike the parentheses. 

26. In line 364, strike "stat" and add "Stat". Strike "(42 USC 2011 et seq.)" and add " (42 
U.S.C. 2011 et seq.)". 

27. In line 398, strike "low level' and add "low-level". 

28. In line 422, strike "exceed" and add "exceeds". 

29. In line 435, strike the comma. 

30. In line 450, strike "300 animal" and add "300-animal". 

31. In line 455, strike "are not applicable" and add "do not apply". 

32. In line 456, strike "such" and add "the". 

33. In line 462, after "drawn to" add "a". 

34. In line 501, strike "days" and add "days'". Strike "prior to" and add "before". 

35. In line 525, after "assessment" reinstate the stricken space. 

36. In line 526, strike "30 day" and add "30-day". 

37. In line 535, strike "set forth". 

38. In line 541, strike the second comma. 

39. In line 546, after "impounding" add a comma. 

40. In lines 555-556, strike "the purpose of". 

41. In line 562, strike "the purpose of". 

42. In line 613, after "sites" add a comma. 

43. In line 621, after "units" add a comma. 

44. In line 636, strike "impacts" and add "impact". Strike "Federal" and add "federal". 

45. In lines 639 and 640, strike the comma. 

46. In line 656, after "days" add "before". 

47. In line 672, strike "the manner in which" and add "how". 
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48. In line 681, strike "as". 

49. In line 707, strike "25 year" and add "25-year". 

50. In line 708, strike "24 hour" and add "24-hour". 

51. In lines 715-716 and 720, strike "pre-fabricated" and add "prefabricated". 

52. In line 721, strike the comma. 

53. In line 744, strike the comma. 

54. In line 775, strike "cost effective" and add "cost-effective". 

55. In line 783, after "once" strike the comma. 

56. In line 796, strike the comma. 

jce 
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Rulemaking: Maximum Setback Zones (35 Ill. Adm. Code 618; 46 Ill. Reg. 8864) 
 
Changes:   
 
1. In line 49, strike "thereto" and add "to the buildings". 

2. In line 178, after "facilities" add a comma. 

3. In line 179, strike "will be" and add "are". 

4. In line 206, strike "as delineated". 
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